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In this paper, an approach is presented for the determination of the Value of Information (VoI) in relation to models which can represent structural systems such as e.g. towers, cables, jackets. Stochastic capacities and loads are assumed for the models studied herein. The VoI is obtained with a prior and a pre-posterior decision analysis. The prior decision analysis takes basis in the design phase of the structural system. Pre-posterior decision analysis builds upon modelling results of not yet conducted experiments. In order to perform the prior and pre-posterior Bayesian decision analysis, the expected life-cycle benefit of the considered systems are computed. The difference in the expected benefits relating to the prior and pre-posterior decision analysis leads to the VoI. The system models are probabilistically computed using the Monte Carlo / Importance sampling simulations to estimate their probability of failure. Next to the intrinsic uncertainties in loads and capacities further uncertainties accounting for the model uncertainties are included in the simulations. As an SHM strategy, proof loading is considered and modelled as a process accompanying the construction. The costs of proof loading and probable component failures are considered explicitly. The analyses results point to high Value of Information for component proof loading in systems with a low reliability.
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